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Soul Realignmentâ„¢ Practitioners have completed the Level One Soul Realignmentâ„¢ Certification
program. Advanced Soul Realignmentâ„¢ Practitioners have completed Level Two of the Soul
Realignmentâ„¢ Certification program.
Soul Realignment Practitioner Directory | Akashic Records
I am Level Three Certified Soul-Realignment Practitioner. Also, I am a working Certified Physician Assistant
since 1982. I have been a healer for 35 years and have developed intuitive and spiritual abilities.
Soul Realignment Practitioner using your Akashic Records
Itâ€™s about experiencing yourself, at the level of your every day life, as the spiritual Being that you are, and
harnessing the power of your intuitive and manifesting abilities as you create the life you want, based on your
Divine Gifts and who you are, at Soul-level.
Soul Realignment - Official Site
Soul Realignment Practitioner Knowledgebase. Home; Administrative FAQ Why Can't I See Where To Login
To The Knowledge Base? 337 views Q: Why don't I see the place to login to the Knowledge Base? A: The
knowledge base login area is in a sidebar which doesn't show up if you view the page in too narrow a
window. If you are using a laptop/desktop ...
Administrative FAQ - Soul Realignment Practitioner
I am an advanced practitioner in Soul Realignment; a soul-level healing modality, which involves reading and
clearing the Akashic Records on behalf of my clients in order to connect them with the truth of who they are
at soul-level and assist them in clearing present and past-life energetic blocks and restrictions, so they are
able to transcend limitation, align with their purpose and live an empowered life.
Soul Realignment Practitioner and Professional Intuitive
Welcome to the Soul Realignment Practitioner Knowledgebase and Student Forum! Welcome to the Soul
Realignment Practitioner Knowledgebase and Student Forum! ... 18 Establishing Soul Status. 3 Golden Web.
8 Intuitive Accuracy. 3 Light Power Imaging. 2 Permission To Read Records. 33 Practice Clients. 2 Property
Clearing. 4 Soul Facet Loss.
Soul Realignment Practitioner Knowledgebase
By bringing awareness to your Soul's personality, Soul Family's Genetic traits, and your Divine Purpose your
awareness is unlocked on all levels of consciousness to realign you to your inherent Divine Purpose and
creative expression in this lifetime.
SOUL REALIGNMENTÂ® - lavenderbluehealingarts.ca
Welcome to the Soul RealignmentÂ® Certification Program!!! The Akashic Records offer us all the
information we could ever wish for about the Divine nature of the Soul, our Soul Purpose, our Divine Gifts,
and our path of spiritual evolution.
Certification Program â€” Soul Realignment
As an advanced Soul Realignment Practitioner I am here to assist you in realigning to your Divine Soul
Blueprint and reclaiming your power as a Divine being living in a human experience. The clearing work I
facilitate via the Akashic records will enable you to release lifetimes of negative influences that are keeping
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you stuck in cycles of ...
Akashic Record Readings and Soul Realignment - Spiritual
What Is Soul Realignment â„¢? Soul Realignmentâ„¢ is a psychic-spiritual modality that assists us in aligning
fully with our Soul purpose and removes negative energetic blocks and restrictions that are limiting us from
creating the life we want.
What Is Soul Realignment - Eywa Wellness Consulting
Akashic Records/Soul Realignment Readings Facebook 0 I am a fully qualified as a Soul Realignment
Practitioner and offering these readings for $250 and it means accessing your Akashic Records and giving
you a soul reading.
Akashic Records/Soul Realignment Readings
accelerate it's healing. She is trained as a Reiki Master, EFT Practitioner, Hypnotist, Certified Practitioner of
the Akashic Records and Himalayan Bowls Healing. She has a Masters in Human Resource Management.
Her hobbies are traveling (34 countries so far), hiking, biking, studying different energy modalities and
growing orchids.
The Akashic Records & How To Read Yours
â€œI recently learned the Spiritual Protection techniques from Anna and have found them to be invaluable. I
now use these techniques for myself and my family; as well as in my work with clients as a Reiki practitioner
and teacher, and Soul Realignment practitioner.
Akashic Record Program | Anna Sayce
I am a UK based intuitive healer, Journey Practitioner and Advanced Soul Realignment Practitioner whose
passion is to assist spiritually aware women to unleash their potential and live an authentic and Soul-full life.
Maia Ana is an Intuitive Healer and Akashic Record Reader
2,372 Followers, 373 Following, 499 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Dov & Nicole
(@twinflamerevolution)
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